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            Hotel Sokol

            Moscow
        


        
            Welcome to the «Sokol» Hotel!

 

 Hotel «Sokol» is located in a quite place near the center of Moscow.

 

 Metro stations Sokol and Aeroport are in 8 minutes by walk from the Hotel.

 There are many interesting places near the Hotel such as beautiful parks, «VK Stadium», Romen Theatre, Chamber Opera Theatre, VEB Arena & VTB Arena, Ice Palace «CSKA», Sports Complex «Megasport», and the biggest shopping and entertainment center in Europe – «Aviapark».

 Not far from the Hotel you can find Petrof Palace - a historical pearl in the center of modern Moscow.

 

 The «Sokol» Hotel has 136 cozy rooms of the Standard, Comfort and Suite categories, each of which has a bathroom, TV, telephone and refrigerator. There is free Wi-Fi throughout the hotel.

 The hotel has everything you need for events: conferences, seminars, trainings, banquets, receptions, weddings, corporate parties.

 

 At your service:

 Comfortable rooms of various categories;

 Cafe "Sokol" provides a delicious, varied and hearty breakfast, as well as lunch and dinner are held in the "Complex" format;

 Halls for business events are equipped with modern technical equipment, seating in accordance with the format of the event;

 Our professional and hospitable staff will select the most suitable accommodation option.

 

We are waiting for you at the «Sokol» Hotel!        
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